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Brushstrokes Scarf Designed by Laura Bryant

One Size: approx 5” x 60” exclusive of fringe
Materials:
2 Prism Symphony (1 each A & B)
1 Prism Plumette (C)
Needles size 10 & 13 or size to get gauge
Gauge: in garter stitch on # 10 needle,
14 sts & 28 rows = 4”
Note: it is extremely important that both cast-on and bindoff be very loose or scarf will not drape properly. Edges
should be as loose as the knitting itself. Cast on over 2 large
needles or experiment with very large (size 17) needles if
necessary. It is easier to get the proper cast-on using the
knitted cast-on method rather than long-tail.
Scarf:
With A and larger needles, CO 200 sts. Change to smaller
needles and knit every row, alternating 1 row A, 1 row B, 1
row C and at the same time, at the end of every row, cut
working yarn and attach new yarn, leaving 8” tails. Work to
approx 5” from cast-on. BO with A or B and larger needle.
Clip fringe evenly.
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What is more fun than stripes, stripes & more stripes!
Our lush scarves are worked in simple garter stitch,
allowing the beauty of texture and color to really shine.
Scarves are worked lengthwise in 1 row stripes to best highlight
Prism’s long, clear colors. Fringe is made as you work.
One skein of plush Plumette is paired with two skeins of
Symphony for unparalleled luxury.
Single rows of multiple color-ways provide the lovely
blending of colors, while the nap of Plumette blurs everything
in a lovely watercolor tapestry.
Below left, top:
Mocha Plumette, Kilimanjaro & Denali Symphony
Below left, far left:
Tahoe Plumette, Embers & Plum Dandy Symphony
Middle:
Arroyo Plumette, Orchard & Plumberry Symphony
Right:
Lapis Plumette, Lichen & Blue Lagoon Symphony
Below right:
Highlands Plumette, Highlands & Orchid Symphony
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